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In "The Yellow Wallpaper," Charlotte Perkins Gilman presents the narrator, being the main character, as an ill woman.
However, she is not ill physically. She is ill.

Her negative feelings color her description of her surroundings, making them seem uncanny and sinister, and
she becomes fixated on the wallpaper. Butâ€”our narrator isn't totally sane. In the present, most relationships
are viewed as something amazing and something to be appreciated, even though there are a few outlying
relationships that are still like they were centuries ago. But it also has the effect of shifting the narrative tense:
from the usual past tense to the more unusual present tense. Through realistic writing, writers were able to
address controversial social issues of the time period. But I am securely fastened now by my well-hidden
ropeâ€”you don't get me out in the road there! Come on. The fact that the narrator cries after John tells her that
she cannot visit Henry and Julia may also be important as it is possible that the narrator feels powerless,
knowing that her life is being controlled by John. This short story follows the journal of a woman who is
struggling with a serious mental illness , and how she is perceived and criticized by others close to her.
Similarly, no matter how hard she tries to recover, the terms of her recoveryâ€”embracing her domestic
roleâ€”never make any sense to her, either. When the narrator tries to have a "reasonable talk" with him about
her situation, she is so distraught that she is reduced to tears. This is in keeping with what the female narrator
tells us: that she can only write down her experiences when her husband John is not around. She remembers
terrifying herself with imaginary nighttime monsters as a child, and she enjoys the notion that the house they
have taken is haunted. Throughout the story the narrator appears to be under the complete control of her
husband John and is not allowed to live her life as she might like to. Present-tense narration deters us from
doing this so readily, for two reasons. Both her reason and her emotions rebel at this treatment, and she turns
her imagination onto seemingly neutral objectsâ€”the house and the wallpaperâ€”in an attempt to ignore her
growing frustration. At no stage does the reader suspect that the narrator is being allowed to control her own
life, which again may have been the case for many women at the time the story was written. He seems very
queer sometimes, and even Jennie has an inexplicable look. It is so pleasant to be out in this great room and
creep around as I please! The creeping woman can represent both victimizations by the societal norms and
resistance to them. So when he determines that the narrator's life is satisfactory, he imagines that the fault lies
with her perception of her life. The horror of this story is that the narrator must lose herself to understand
herself. Shortly, she finds herself frequently examining the pattern of a hideous yellow wallpaper that resides
in her room Gilman sought to bring attention to the unfair treatment of women in the nineteenth century. The
fact that John passes out and falls to the floor may also symbolically suggest that the narrator is no longer
being controlled by John. Gilman writes that "nobody could climb through that patternâ€”it strangles so.
Jennie may not have much power in the household, but she does have one thing that the narrator envies: an
occupation. And what about class? John decides that his wife needs to be isolated; free of all responsibilities
and stimulation The room in which the narrator is sleeping, with its barred windows, may also be symbolically
important as Gilman through the use of the bars on the window may be highlighting to the reader how
confined or restricted many women may have felt within their marriages, again at the time the story was
written. She has untangled the pattern of her life, but she has torn herself apart in getting free of it. Well, to
return to Gymnast Bob, would you trust the opinion of someone who evaluated his own performance, without
anyone to support his claims? And what can one do? The narrator is horrified by it. She is finally convinced
that he only "pretended to be loving and kind. I tried to have a real earnest reasonable talk with him the other
day, and tell him how I wish he would let me go and make a visit to Cousin Henry and Julia. Some may
perceive John as a caring, loving husband; treating his wife as men did during the era in which the story was
written. At every point, she is faced with relationships, objects, and situations that seem innocent and natural
but that are actually quite bizarre and even oppressive. Throughout the story we see her descend from sanity
due to the lack of knowledge at the time, as well as the mistreatment of women.


